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I am trapped.
Trapped in this world,

Living this life, so hard.
Lonely and fading,

Waiting for death to come

Return to dust, ashes soft
Spirit but not mind

Energy wasted, blown away
Dying by its doing

In rock, no salvation

My demise, before I began
I grew out of nothingness. 

Ravaged, I return to nothingness, 
I am nothing.

Spirit desecrated.





The secret tomb of my heart
The catch of my breath

Laid to rest with the dark angel
The keeper of my soul

The carrier of dreams and fantasies
Where the lie becomes the truth

Darling, ferry my soul  
with gentle hands

Guard it with vigilant eyes
Swathed in black mystery

A brilliant white  
in billowing ebony smoke

White angel lost in the night haven,
 The angel of darkness

The unseen love of my life,
The silent holder of my sanity,

My thoughts adhere  
to my heart’s desires,
 The face of longing

My hands outstretched,  
needing to touch the

 Face of the angel
The bearer of my freedom

Never set me free!
The secret tomb of my heart 

The catch of my breath
Keep me close,  

as a candle in the black expanse
My love, my life, my angel





Rupture, red and yellow
Screeching, screaming, bleeding

Ear drums ringing
Stumbling blind, unseen

Blasted back, falling
Crash, snap, broken

BOOM!
BOOM!
BOOM!

Dying within the mind
Evil feeding inside

Ignite white f ire
Sear away, shadows

Virtuous undertaking
Mother’s lone desire

BLOOM!
BLOOM!
BLOOM!





Falling slowly, I can’t see alone
Sinking boat, point it home

No point going back
The sky fades to black

Darkness, all left to see
The heart, truth and envy

To make the choice
With deafening  inner voice

Spin a story, fore and aft
Not just for an evil laugh

Still got a little time
To shift the constant rhyme

Falling slowly, I can’t see alone
Sinking boat, point it home
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The world has separate agendas
No one working for the all together

People should hug people
Just because they are people

Help where help is needed
We all have the same blood

Spilled or f illed
Pumping or dumping

The world is angry, deceitful
So full of takers

Where are the givers?
Cry, child, cry

 The tears are all that is left
The world has forgotten

What we should be working for
The common good, the collective

No kill or be killed, survival of the f ittest
Team work needs to triumph

Love your neighbor, hug your brother
Shake hands with another color

No guilt, no shame
When we all work for the same

One world, one quest
All hearts beating as one

No republican or democrat
Only Homo sapiens, human
Only skin, bones, and brain

All individuals, yet the same.

Everyone cries, the pain too much
Laughter breaks the silence
Clumsy feet, tumbling down

A hand outstretched for assistance

The wealthy hate the uneducated
They look down their noses

When they should be teaching
Saving lives, not pitying

Feed the horde, cover naked f lesh
Share what is in abundance

Even just a healthy smile
Comfort fellows, your blood family

Show love for everybody
An eye for an eye

Leaves a room full of blind men
Forgive but do not forget

There are no lepers
There is no I

There is only us, we
One mind, one heart





Adrift on ocean tides
Salty knives, no breath inside

Undertow and die





Hinged on life expectations,
No experience necessary,

Altered perceptions,
Unlock passage to the mind.

Revolving gates, open and close,
Slam in you face, 

Broken teeth, shattered dreams,
Nothing left to bleed.

Solitary solidarity, hung out to dry,
Forgotten in time, days passed by,

Overlooked and overworked
Spirit lost in eternity plundered.





We thrive or die together,
Made to be one entity.

All the broken pieces,
Chasing shadows eternally.

One stem with many faces,
All made the same.

Wore away the shine,
What did they f ind?

Empty threats, closed minds
Why do we go on?

We softly remember,
The words on the wall.

Silence covers over us,
Time can mean forever.

How quickly we fall,
Caught on the wind.

Drifting like a feather,
Petals on the ground.
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Lonely dark places, can’t reach my basis
Words mostly noises, ghosts of voices
Won’t ease my strain, scatter like rain
Avenging souls empty, can’t get in me

See your pain, nothing to gain
Soft skin weeping, sew what is reaping
Emerging with grace, angelic face
Spark of bright, burning off the night

See with the mind, peculiar of a kind
Embraces the dawn, shadow never gone
Beauty for a moment, fade in an instant
Black like nothing, ruling the f leeting





Hanging in between,
Alone, no comfort in sight,
Frozen in lock down.






